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PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA ENTERED OFFICE vowing to draw down two wars and revive America’s image abroad. In light of these assertions, his decision to initiate hostilities against Muammar el-Qaddafi in 2011 without congressional authorization took many by surprise. Obama argued the United States had a unique ability to spearhead the operation and a Responsibility to Protect (R2P) the people of Libya. He expressed no qualms about sidestepping Congress, offering only ambivalence about the benefit of—not the need for—congressional support. In Congress, his unilateralism “raised all sorts of hackles” that came to very little. Obama’s actions received a “veneer of outrage” followed by “the collective message... of supplication,” giving him every reason to assume he could act the same way in the future.¹
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Changing course in 2013, Obama asked Congress to provide an Authorization for Use of Military Force (AUMF) against the Syrian regime of Bashar al-Assad in similar circumstances. In contrast to his actions on the civil war in Libya, Obama justified this decision by claiming the use of chemical weapons did not require a quick response. While many praised his decision to acknowledge Congress’s coequal status, the contrasting rhetoric and actions raise a number of questions.

What explains Obama’s decision to seek congressional approval in 2013 before engaging in military operations in Syria? One year later, he no longer had the same constitutional concerns when bombing the Islamic State, claiming the 2001 and 2002 AUMFs provided continuing authority to pursue terrorists around the globe and prosecute a war in Iraq. What caused Obama to shift between acting unilaterally and courting Congress?

This article demonstrates that Congress’s inability to provide a new AUMF in 2013 did not prevent Obama from using military force. Rather, Obama did not want to act and sought congressional approval only when he calculated that Congress was extremely unlikely to provide it. Obama had generated audience costs with his “red line” statement on the use of chemical weapons in 2012 and feared suffering the political costs of backing down. His decision to ask Congress for an AUMF was an innovative strategy to avoid audience costs by shifting them to Congress.

To bolster this case, we use both process tracing and a statistical analysis of several key factors, including congressional behavior and international support, employing a time-series cross-sectional model from 2011 to 2014. This article details three episodes in Obama’s presidency: Libya in 2011, Syria in 2013, and Syria in 2014. Libya stands as the “control” case by exemplifying what is expected from presidents: they act unilaterally to initiate limited military strikes. Syria in 2014 stands as a second control case: Obama acted unilaterally despite the likelihood that operations on the ground would lead to a quagmire. These stand in stark contrast to Syria in 2013. By August 2013, Obama had unambiguously threatened the Assad regime, which would cause him to suffer audience costs if he backed down. He attempted to avoid action and shift the political costs to Congress by asking for an AUMF that he knew would fail.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Scholars have come to different conclusions regarding presidential war powers. By the presidencies of Lyndon B. Johnson and Richard M. Nixon, scholars had shifted from praising the strong presidency to seeing
it as “imperial.” Legal scholars started calling on Congress to stand up to the president and assert its constitutional authority over war. Others claimed the Constitution no longer had the power to constrain the president. Some suggested that the Constitution facilitated the concentration of power in the president’s hands. In opposition to these dire views, unitary presidency scholars presented broad constitutional leeway as the Founders’ intention. Former deputy assistant U.S. attorney general John Yoo went so far as to claim the president has unilateral control over all operations short of total war.

From another perspective, some scholars see the contemporary legislature as capable of keeping presidential unilateralism below a certain threshold. While presidents can initiate flyover wars and more limited operations, they may avoid larger operations because larger operations


require budgetary changes and troop deployments Congress has to approve. All three of the operations discussed in this article fell below that threshold.

When discussing the Obama presidency, there is limited consensus on what caused Obama to make these three seemingly contradictory decisions. While some administration officials painted a picture of a thoughtful commander in chief who carefully weighed every decision using a variety of factors, others, such as defense secretaries Leon Panetta and Robert Gates, painted a more reactionary picture. They claimed his decision to engage in Libya stemmed from a miscalculation about the power vacuum that is often filled by radicals when outsiders overthrow a dictator. As Rosa Brooks notes, the Libyan intervention “was the high-water point for the Responsibility to Protect.” It was perhaps inevitable, she goes on to say, that an operation to “protect citizens from predation by their own government” would eventually morph “into regime change.” Obama engaged in this operation despite his rhetoric about hoping to reduce the use of the military, maintain a light footprint abroad, and reestablish the norm of building international coalitions to stop humanitarian crises.

Given the aspirations that Obama expressed during the campaign and during the early days of his presidency, his decision to engage Libya in 2011 and ISIS in 2014 represent instances when he acted against his clearly stated policy objectives. What explains the differing calculus against Syria in 2013? Because of the immaturity of the literature on Obama’s foreign policy, his behavior toward Libya and Syria over the course of several years is central to understanding his conduct in office.

---


This article contributes to this nascent literature by tracing the factors that influenced his decision-making in 2011, 2013, and 2014. Doing so will not only support the theory presented here, but it will lay the foundation for future scholarship on Obama’s tenure in office.

The immense size and wide deployment of the U.S. military gave Obama, like all post–World War II presidents, a military flexible enough to engage in smaller operations unilaterally. Other presidents certainly did: John F. Kennedy claimed he had the constitutional authority to do so during the Cuban missile crisis; Nixon unilaterally brought the Vietnam War to Cambodia; Gerald Ford recaptured the Mayaguez from the Cambodians; Ronald Reagan exercised unilateral power in Lebanon (for a time) and Grenada as well as ordering airstrikes against Libya; George H.W. Bush took action in Panama; and Bill Clinton carried out airstrikes again Iraq, Bosnia, and Kosovo. Given the ample precedents, Obama knew that initiating military action unilaterally in 2011 would signal to Congress that the engagement would be limited in scope and duration. The opposite occurred in 2013. With the exception of Harry S. Truman, all post–World War II presidents have sought congressional authorization for larger engagements: Vietnam, both Gulf Wars, and the pursuit of al Qaeda worldwide. While no postwar president has sought a declaration of war, congressional AUMFs have become something of a substitute for war declarations. By going to Congress in 2013, therefore, President Obama signaled that the military engagement in Syria would go well beyond the resources at his unilateral disposal.

One could claim that perhaps Obama wanted a large operation. Given his efforts to minimize the use of the military whenever possible during the entirety of his presidency, however, this is extremely unlikely. Instead, we posit that Obama asked Congress for an AUMF as a condition of action in an effort to both avoid conflict and shift the costs of backing down onto Congress. As the deliberative branch, when asked to authorize military operations, Congress has proven itself divisive and disorganized.14 Obama’s other actions lend credence to this view. He unilaterally decided to initiate military operations in Libya; he only minimally involved the Senate when negotiating the Trans-Pacific Partnership and the Iran nuclear agreement; and, finally, he had no trouble initiating operations in Syria one year later to combat ISIS.

A key difference between Syria in 2013 and the other cases is the production of audience costs. Audience costs act as a penalty that leaders pay for backing down from threats. If a leader backs down after making a threat, the domestic audience sees that leader as weak and his or her actions as damaging to the nation’s credibility. The people exact a cost on the leader for failing to maintain the credibility of the nation’s belligerent signals. Because leaders “tie their hands” by producing a punishment for themselves if they back down, this signals resolve to adversaries in hope of generating bargaining leverage.

Jack Snyder and Erica Borghard show that executives tend to use ambiguous language to generate audience costs while simultaneously leaving themselves an “out” to back off the threat. In contrast, Obama declared a “red line” with the use of chemical weapons, producing an unambiguous threat. If he backed down, the American public would punish him for looking weak and damaging the nation’s credibility.

Theories of audience costs assert that a president in such a scenario will have to use force rather than risk taking political punishment. Snyder and Borghard moved the literature forward in understanding how executives can leave themselves wiggle room to back down from a threat. At present, however, the literature has not grappled with what leaders can do once they have made an unambiguous threat. This article addresses this puzzle. We hypothesize that one way of doing so is to “shift” as much of the audience costs as possible onto Congress. Obama calculated that constituents would perceive Congress as the branch responsible for backing down from the threat and punish them.

Obama’s actions are of even more interest as they stand in stark contrast to the practice of post–World War II presidents. With a few exceptions, presidents search for legitimacy when initiating a military operation by looking to global allies and partners. Beyond developing global consensus about the necessity of action, international coalitions have the added benefit of sharing the costs, especially if things go

awry.\textsuperscript{17} After decades of using this path to legitimize operations, presidents have developed a case—however unconstitutional—that they do not need to court Congress when initiating smaller-scale operations. Moreover, Congress generally does not push back. Below a certain threshold, Congress tends to avoid actively opposing presidential unilateralism. Representative Jack Kingston (R-GA) accidentally admitted this well-known congressional position. When asked whether Congress would provide Obama an AUMF in 2014 to combat ISIS, he said, “We like the path we’re on now. We can denounce it if it goes bad, and praise it if it goes well and ask what took him so long.”\textsuperscript{18} For these reasons, the 2013 case marked a departure from the typical interaction between the political branches in the realm of military operations.

As discussed earlier, when presidents seek an AUMF, there is an implicit assumption that the operation will be larger and longer. Because of the costs associated with larger operations, presidents have a strong incentive to avoid them and keep operations below the threshold that requires public deliberation and congressional authorization. In this space, presidents attempt to avoid mission creep and the accusation that they failed to react. The varied problems associated with this strategy come to the fore in this analysis of Obama’s decision-making process in 2011, 2013, and 2014.

\textbf{THEORY AND OVERVIEW}

What facilitates and restrains presidential unilateralism? Domestically, the president has both formal and informal constraints. For decades, Democratic and Republican presidents have claimed that their power as commander in chief provides them with the constitutional power to initiate hostilities.\textsuperscript{19} Conversely, it is hard for Congress to compel presidential action—save tightening the purse strings to draw down forces. By design and habit, the president tends to act as the first mover.\textsuperscript{20}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{17}Presidents can claim they need international agreement, but they can also engage in operations without strong international support. Syria in 2014 is the case for Obama. Without a UN resolution or a NATO resolution, Obama initiated operations all the same.
\textsuperscript{19}While many would disagree about the legality of presidents initiating hostilities without authorization, it has a great deal of precedent. Presidents have initiated well over 300 military operations, and Congress has only issued 35 authorizations; see Sarah Burns, “Debating War Powers: Battles in the Clinton and Obama Administrations,” \textit{Political Science Quarterly} 132 (Summer 2017): 203–223.
\end{footnotesize}
While the four largest conflicts since the Korean War have all had congressional authorization, the vast majority of operations have not. Given the tendency to act without congressional approval, what prompts presidents to seek authorization from Congress? The first reason relates to the desire to appear to “speak with one voice” internationally. Presidents George H.W. Bush and George W. Bush both actively courted Congress to achieve authorizations. In addition to courting Congress in advance, presidents who are resolved can force Congress’s hand by taking advantage of the their first-mover advantage. The president can preposition forces and build public expectations for the use of force, which stacks the deck in the president’s favor, as George H.W. Bush did in the lead-up to the first Gulf War.21

A second reason presidents seek approval is the likelihood of success. In the previously mentioned instances, presidents saw a strong chance of receiving the approval. Third, presidents seek approval when the situation provides temporal leeway. For example, President Dwight D. Eisenhower asked Congress for authorization to use the American military to protect Formosa from Chinese aggression, claiming its authorization would clarify his power as commander in chief. Obama made a similar claim about the value of congressional input in 2013 when discussing military operations against Assad. Fourth, in comparatively rare cases, presidents acknowledged the formal power of Congress to initiate hostilities and sought approval prior to any action, as James Madison did prior to the War of 1812.

In the realm of informal power, presidents have the “power to persuade.”22 Presidents enjoy more discretion when they have higher popularity and people have a positive view of the economy.23 Conversely, when people prefer to avoid U.S. military involvement in the affairs of another country or cannot see the connection to their own security, presidents have a harder time initiating and maintaining longer-term operations.24

These previous items represent the conventional reasons why presidents seek congressional authorization. In this article, we show that Obama created a novel reason: seeking congressional authorization as a way to avoid action. Scholars of executive war making have long proven that when leaders draw clear red lines, they have to back them up or risk sustaining audience costs. But what happens when a leader generates an unambiguous threat and does not want to act?

In presenting Obama’s actions as novel, it is important to reference the other famous example of a president using forceful rhetoric while simultaneously indicating an unwillingness to act. In 1954, President Dwight D. Eisenhower had to decide whether to assist the French in the battle of Dien Bien Phu. Many in his administration wanted to help the French, but Eisenhower hesitated. His initial efforts to secure congressional support faltered because Congress would not support a unilateral intervention. Much as Obama did later, he tried to court allies, asking British prime minister Winston Churchill to help with the French. Churchill demurred because of the Labour Party’s concerns that British involvement in Indochina would cause the Chinese to invade Hong Kong—which he knew they could take easily. As there was already talk in Parliament of asking or requiring Churchill to resign, he was in no political position to embark on an unpopular and potentially costly new mission in Southeast Asia.

There are other similarities. Eisenhower and Obama had to worry about third-party intervention; Eisenhower worried about the Soviet Union and China; Obama worried about Iran and Russia. They both faced the likelihood of getting drawn into a quagmire or sparking a larger conflict. They both had a public strongly opposed to another war as well as strong congressional opposition. The differences are more important, however.

The geostrategic context of each presidency is significantly different. Eisenhower lived in a world of identifiable state enemies capable of using their immense resources to fight the United States either in the Third World or in a full-scale great-power war. For this reason, in contrast to the small engagements under later presidents, Eisenhower saw the need to get congressional authorization to keep the purse strings loose in case the fight grew dramatically in scale. Conversely, Obama lived in a world of stateless enemies and R2P. He could easily order small-scale operations unilaterally knowing that great-power war is unlikely in the

26Logevall, Embers of War, 483.
twenty-first century. The different threats and the differing reasons for exercising American military power means there are significantly more important differences than there are similarities.

Moreover, Eisenhower consistently displayed a sensitivity to the constitutional system and congressional powers. As he said in a news conference on 10 March 1954, “There is going to be no involvement of America in war unless it is a result of the constitutional process that is placed upon Congress to declare it.”27 He made similar claims a year later when asking Congress for authorization to put ships in the Taiwan Strait and two years later when he asked Congress to provide assistance to Middle Eastern countries requesting military aid.28 His actions in 1954 fit a pattern of behavior, while Obama’s actions in 2013 were an aberration when compared with his actions in 2011 and 2014. Furthermore, Obama never claimed he needed congressional authorization; he always claimed he had the constitutional power to act unilaterally. Eisenhower always claimed he needed authorization, and he sought support from allies as a means of garnering congressional support, not as substitute for it.29

Previously, perhaps with the exception of Eisenhower, leaders enjoyed very few options when they backed down from a threat. The literature up to this point shows that leaders tend toward initiating conflict. In systems with multiple sources of political power, however, they have an alternative: attempt to shift the political responsibility to another actor within the domestic system. The institutional environment in the United States is a perfect venue for testing this theory because of the overlapping areas of responsibility in the realm of foreign affairs. In 2013, we saw a similar effort on the part of British prime minister David Cameron. Unwilling to shoulder the responsibility unilaterally, he asked Parliament to approve the action. When Parliament voted it down, he could credibly say the nation did not support the action, and thus his hands were tied. It may be that the failure to receive the support of Parliament on August 30th that cued Obama to the possibility that he could engage in this novel reason for seeking congressional authorization.

While some have questioned the salience of audience costs in decision-making, recent works have shown that it continues to be important.30 We can see that Obama’s decision to seek congressional support is consistent with contemporary audience cost theories. Michael Tomz produces

29Logevall, Embers of War, 477.
evidence of audience costs through experiments and shows that they are increasingly salient as the level of escalation rises.\textsuperscript{31} Certainly, President Obama expected a conflict with the Assad regime to be an intense one, far more so than in Libya because of the aid coming from Russia and Iran. For this reason, he would experience even heavier costs for backing down from his threat as strategic enemies would be able to claim a clear win.

Others have begun to disaggregate audience costs. Matthew Levendusky and Michael Horowitz show that the reasons a leader gives for backing down from a threat matter more to copartisans.\textsuperscript{32} Given Republican control of Congress, shifting responsibility to the other branch would have been highly salient among Obama’s Democratic base in 2013. Joshua Kertzer and Ryan Brutger also show that people react differently to audience costs based on their left/right political orientation.\textsuperscript{33} Those on the left punish leaders more for belligerence than for backing down, and those on the right punish leaders more for backing down. This fits with Obama’s decision to push the issue to Congress, which reduced his “belligerence costs” among his liberal base while also trying to push the traditional “costs of backing down” onto the Republican Congress. Furthermore, Kyle Haynes finds that leaders who are not eligible for reelection are more likely to back down from threats.\textsuperscript{34} Obama was in this exact situation in 2013, and he found a novel way of backing down from the threat and attempted to avoid electoral punishment for Democrats in Congress, who could also benefit from avoiding “belligerence costs,” while hoping Republicans would pay the costs of backing down.

In this instance, Obama mentioned being the head of “the world’s oldest constitutional democracy,” claiming that “[American] power is rooted not just in our military might, but in our example of a government by the people and for the people.” Significantly, he made this claim while asserting that as commander in chief and chief executive, he had the power to act without Congress. He was therefore signaling that seeking congressional authorization was a choice, not a constitutional necessity.\textsuperscript{35}

Obama behaved much as we would expect given recent work on audience costs. He expected high audience costs because of his unambiguous threat; he gave specific reasons for deferring to Congress that

\textsuperscript{33}Kertzer and Brutger, “Decomposing Audience Costs.”
would appeal to the Democratic base; he avoided further belligerence costs on the left; and he attempted to shift audience costs onto Republicans, who would suffer more for backing down.

There are two advantages associated with attempting to shift audience costs in this way. First, the president can plausibly claim that he continued to back the original threat. If an AUMF failed, he could claim that he stood behind his threat but the legislative branch tied his hands. Second, he can also claim to be responsive to and respectful of the “will of the people.”36 This logic makes even more sense given the electoral costs Democrats may have suffered from either an unpopular operation or a president from their party backing down from an unambiguous threat. Many members had even had firsthand experience, having to justify voting for the Iraq War over many election cycles.

Electoral prospects often impact presidential decisions-making. Presidents take their popularity’s impact on congressional elections into account, as congressional elections tend to follow the president’s “coattails.”37 In this instance, since the Republicans controlled Congress, Obama had a higher probability of protecting Democrats while harming Republicans by attempting to shift audience costs to them. At the very least, the president hoped that audience costs would fall equally on both parties, so as to avoid too much electoral damage.

On the international front, Obama’s decision-making in all three instances also made sense. Much like congressional sanction, presidents have rarely acknowledged the need for multilateralism, only the helpfulness of multilateralism. For this reason, multilateralism acts as an informal rather than a formal constraint. As Jack Goldsmith and Daryl Levinson note, “Out of deference to state sovereignty, international law is a “voluntary” system... and thus lacks the power to impose obligations on states against their interests.”38 Having achieved multilateral support in 2011 and 2014, Obama could easily present international agreement on the need to act—unlike in 2013.

---

36I make no claim as to whether the strategy of shifting audience costs onto Congress “worked,” simply that this was an innovative strategy used by President Obama to avoid using force in Syria while minimizing the domestic costs of backing down from his unambiguous threat.


Furthermore, when presidents achieve multilateral support, the United States does not have to incur all of the costs. Repeated studies have shown that the American public has a more positive response to military actions when conducted in a multilateral context.\(^3\) Thus, the participation of key allies and prominent international organizations relieves both international and domestic costs of military action, on pecuniary and political levels. Conversely, with limited international support in 2013, he would have to incur both.

**THE UNITED STATES AND LIBYA**

Libya in 2011 stands as the control case in this study. It was a state actor violently persecuting its own people. Domestically, the American public displayed ambivalent support at best. In the winter of 2011, Obama started receiving questions about why the administration had failed to address the violence in both Libya and Syria. In response, Obama clarified a distinction between the two countries, claiming his administration would make “decisions... on a case-by-case basis,” taking into consideration the opinion of the “international community” and the capacities of the United States. While he demurred on whether he would act militarily in either country, he chose to single out Assad’s government, which felt the “noose tightening around them.”\(^4\)

At this time and in the following years, we see a dramatically different set of decisions when it comes to Qaddafi and Assad that likely reflects the difference between the international support and audience costs in each case. In February 2011, Obama expressed concern for the situation in Libya, but he had yet to make a firm decision. By late February, he had issued an executive order imposing economic sanctions against members of the government because of their violations of human rights.\(^4\) His

---


letter to Congress claimed that Qaddaﬁ’s actions represented an “extraordinary threat to national security.” When asked about the possibility of a stalemate, he said he wanted to be on the “right side of history.” At this time, Obama also claimed that both “military and nonmilitary” options remained on the table.

By mid-March, Obama claimed NATO and the United Nations (UN) had begun collectively looking at every possible option. Rather than court Congress, as he did about Syria in 2013, he looked to a broad international consensus, including the Arab League, to insist that Qaddaﬁ had to go. After bargaining at the UN, America ensured that Russia would not veto a UN resolution condemning the actions of the government in Libya. Instead, the UN Security Council (UNSC) passed a resolution advocating the use of “all necessary measures” to protect civilians—UN code for sanctioning military action. Signiﬁcantly, Obama did not court Congress with the same vigor as he did international consensus. He merely sent a letter to Congress explaining his actions in roughly the same terms.

While Obama never ofﬁcially endorsed R2P, his rhetoric was unmistakable, especially to an international audience. He claimed that “NATO decided to take on the additional responsibility of protecting Libyan citizens” and that “when our interests and values are at stake, we have a responsibility to act.” This is the explicit language of R2P, and the Obama administration supported and pushed the UN resolution authorizing military action, which speciﬁcally invoked R2P, “recalling the Libyan authorities’ responsibility to protect its population.”

---
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On 18 March 2011, Obama claimed he had to take military action, and he made his threat clearly—presumably committing him to act or suffer audience costs. Obama’s rhetoric presented a clear assertion of liberal internationalist principles and a strong commitment to uphold them even through force. It should be noted, he could have made the exact same claim about the situation in Syria in 2011 through 2014.

Left unchecked, we have every reason to believe that Qadhafi would commit atrocities against his people. Many thousands could die. A humanitarian crisis would ensue. The entire region could be destabilized, endangering many of our allies and partners. The calls of the Libyan people for help would go unanswered. The democratic values that we stand for would be overrun.  

We see, therefore, that Obama had both the capacity and the willingness to act without Congress to address a humanitarian crisis. As we know from James Fearon and Michael Tomz, domestic publics are prone to view their leaders as incompetent or weak after making a threat and failing to back it with action. It is likely that if he failed to act after making these threats he would have suffered further costs to his legitimacy at home and the electoral prospects for Democrats in Congress. Furthermore, the UNSC passed a resolution authorizing the use of force, including the enforcement of a no-fly zone. Importantly, Obama stressed the uniqueness of the American contribution as well as the limitation of the engagement. America would not deploy ground troops and would not go beyond the “well-defined goals.” Here Obama reflects the rhetorical style of presidents engaged in limited operations. He followed this by emphasizing the broad coalition and the leadership role of the British, French, and Arab League, claiming that “this is precisely how the international community should work as more nations bear both the responsibility and the cost of enforcing international law.” According to Rosa Brooks, the operation in Libya (as well as one in Côte d’Ivoire) represented “the high-water point for the Responsibility to Protect.”

After initiating hostilities, Obama sent a letter to Congress that displayed no acknowledgment of Congress’s power to restrain his unilateral

---


51Fearon, “Domestic Political Audiences”; and Tomz, “Domestic Audience Costs.”
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action. He claimed that he initiated the operation pursuant to his “constitutional authority to conduct foreign relations and as Commander in Chief and Chief Executive” and only provided the letter to inform Congress consistent with the War Powers Resolution (WPR).55

This clear disregard for congressional input continued over the summer. Obama passed the 90-day clock imposed by the WPR in June. At this time, he had an opinion from his Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) stating that he, like many presidents before him, had the constitutional power to initiate operations unilaterally. The opinion stated that Congress has the power to declare war, but that the Libyan operation was not war. It also addressed the WPR, stating that the 60- to 90-day window for unilateral presidential action showed that Congress has tacitly accepted unilateralism below a certain threshold: namely a small operation lasting no more than 90 days. By this reading, Obama would have had to draw down troops by June 2011.56

In a move that shocked even the most seasoned observers, Obama did not abide by the OLC’s opinion.57 Instead, he asked the chief State Department legal adviser, Harold Koh, to provide him with an opinion that would allow operations to continue. Koh came up with the opinion that the operation in Libya did not even amount to hostilities as understood by the WPR.58 For this reason, the president could continue past the 90-day clock, as the WPR did not apply to this operation.

What we see, therefore, is an administration determined to use any means necessary to create constitutional cover for presidential unilateralism. We see that Obama not only knew he had the option of manipulating a plain reading of statutes to avoid getting congressional sanction, he used this option in 2011. While his actions in 2013 may seem like a change of heart, it is also important to note that he used the same tactic in 2014, claiming—implausibly—that the United States could fight ISIS using both the 2001 and 2002 AUMFs because they were associated with the individuals who had carried out the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks and President Obama needed to continue to defend our national

55Obama, “Letter from the President Regarding the Commencement of Operations in Libya.”
58Fisher 2012.
security “against the continued threat posed by Iraq.” For all of these reasons, it is much more plausible to say that Obama’s actions over 2011, 2013, and 2014 demonstrate a strategic use of the law to achieve his desired action (or inaction).

Members of Congress had mixed reactions to Obama’s unilateralism. The Senate passed a nonbinding resolution earlier in March encouraging the protection of the Libyan people and condemning Qaddafi’s violation of human rights. It supported international efforts to isolate Qaddafi and compel him to cease, going so far as to say the UNSC should consider the imposition of a no-fly zone. It did not, however, express any views about U.S. involvement. The resolution fell short of authorizing or even referencing presidential action; however, it did recognize the humanitarian crisis and the need for some kind of response. After Obama’s unilateral initiation of military force, views among members of Congress shifted. Members provided the president with mixed messages. A bipartisan group of representatives submitted bills to support the action. Others submitted bills to oppose or at least limit American involvement in the operation.

Following William Howell and Jon Pevehouse’s description of legislative constraints, it is possible to assume this operation would quickly cost Obama political capital. It is likely, therefore, that there were hidden informal domestic constraints working against a large long-term military operation in Libya. In keeping with the theory presented here, it is very likely that unilateralism has a ceiling, and Obama had reached it. Altogether, this experience would have provided Obama with evidence that he could commit troops to engage in a humanitarian intervention unilaterally. Furthermore, as Table 1 demonstrates, by 2011, Obama had more military flexibility as the number of people deployed abroad had diminished. It should be noted that those levels were even lower in 2013. With fewer forces actively tied down in ongoing operations such as those in Afghanistan, the president had more “slack” in the force to use for a new operation, if he so desired.

60 S. Res. 85, “A resolution strongly condemning the gross and systematic violations of human rights in Libya, including violent attacks on protesters demanding democratic reforms, and for other purposes,” 112th Cong., introduced 1 March 2011.
62 Howell and Pevehouse, While Dangers Gather.
Furthermore, European allies, especially France, the Arab League, and the UNSC, all insisted on the need to use force. As Steven Erlanger writes, France led the charge, joining with “Britain to drag Europe and the United States toward military engagement in the Arab world that key allies like Washington and Berlin never wanted.” Obama reiterated his reluctance to act in a 2016 interview with Jeffrey Goldberg in which Obama claimed he did not think presidents “should place American soldiers at great risk in order to prevent humanitarian disasters, unless those disasters pose a direct security threat to the United States.” In the case of Libya, powerful figures such as presidential special adviser Samantha Power and UN ambassador Susan Rice pushed him toward action. Later, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton also overcame her initial hesitance and supported intervention. Despite the voluntary nature of international agreements and the UNSC resolution, Obama would have faced costs to his international reputation and the reputation of the United States as a leader on humanitarian matters if he had avoided action. The reluctant commander in chief needed a broad international coalition and pressure to overcome his own reticence. We see an entirely different decision-making process around the Syrian civil war.

---

**THE UNITED STATES AND SYRIA**

Assad’s crackdown on popular uprisings during the Arab Spring caused many to start asking whether the United States had an obligation to

---

intervene to address the humanitarian situation, as it had in Libya in 2011. While Obama claimed that Libya required quick and decisive action, he had a markedly different posture toward Syria. This may be partly attributable to formal and informal constraints on the president in this particular instance.

The president faced strong opposition from Congress. On the Republican side, legislators warned that the United States did not have the funds to support another operation and cautioned of the long-term enemies created when the military picks “short-term winners in internal conflicts like Syria.” Senators Bob Corker (R-TN) and Susan Collins (R-ME) also expressed concern over the slippery slope of arming rebels. Representative Steve Chabot (R-OH), the second-ranking Republican on the House Subcommittee on Middle East and South Asia, claimed that Obama’s lack of information about the opposition represented a “deliberate policy” rather than an “intelligence failure.”

On the Democratic side, Obama received a mixed response. Representative Sheila Jackson Lee (D-TX) aggressively supported arming the rebels. Most Democrats wanted to focus on diplomatic solutions, using sanctions to put more pressure on Assad. Reflecting the liberal internationalist strain within the Democratic Party, Gary Ackerman (D-NY), the ranking member of the House Subcommittee on the Middle East and South Asia, said the United States should focus on the creation of a coherent Syrian opposition. He supported an opposition that would stake out “strong determined positions regarding a liberal, Democratic, pluralistic Syria to come,” claiming, however, that a “flood of arms will not necessarily facilitate that objective.”

Obama also faced the difficulty of legitimizing another humanitarian engagement in the region after initiating the military operation against Libya in 2011—which did not prove successful or easy. Considering the thin connection to national security, he would have to rely on the American commitment to maintaining global and regional stability as well as the moral claim associated with R2P: precisely what he had relied on in 2011. He would again have to sell this questionable military engagement to a very reluctant American public. Prior to 2013, Americans
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opposed military operations in Syria two to one.\textsuperscript{71} Furthermore, they experienced an increasing amount of war weariness thanks to the war in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{72} All of these factors further increased Obama’s reluctance to act in Syria despite his “red line” that represented a clear threat to Assad.

Even Obama’s rhetoric about Libya and Syria stand in stark contrast. This began in early 2012, when Matt Lauer asked him about the two conflicts. Unlike Libya, he said of Syria, “It is important for us to try to resolve this without recourse to outside military intervention and I think that’s possible.”\textsuperscript{73} He calculated that the people would successfully overthrow Assad. In his “red line” comment of 2012, he presented chemical weapons as a regional threat to Israel. One would expect his concern about chemical weapons to compel action. Instead, he presented a quantity threshold without specifying what that quantity was. On 20 August 2012, Obama responded to a reporter’s question by stating,

> We have been very clear to the Assad regime, but also to other players on the ground, that a red line for us is we start seeing a whole bunch of chemical weapons moving around or being utilized. That would change my calculus. That would change my equation... We have communicated in no uncertain terms with every player in the region that that’s a red line for us and that there would be enormous consequences if we start seeing movement on the chemical weapons front or the use of chemical weapons. That would change my calculations significantly.\textsuperscript{74}

While his “red line” comment displayed hesitation, among reporters and members of the administration, it became a focal point of discussions about Syria. Both within and outside the administration, the statement was treated as a threat. The administration could have walked back the statement. Instead, they accepted the common view that it was an unambiguous threat. In April 2013, Deputy National Security Adviser Ben Rhodes said that the United States had evidence that Assad had used chemical weapons in an attack on Khan al-Assal in northern Syria on 19
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March. Rhodes referenced Obama’s “red line,” implying that the few hundred people killed by April did not reach the ambiguous threshold that triggered the military action. It had, however, caused them to increase support for the opposition as well as increase the kinds of support the United States provides. Rhodes’s statement implies an acceptance that the red line statement nearly a year earlier had imposed audience costs if the administration failed to act. Rhodes further stated they had yet to decide on establishing a no-fly zone but he ruled out ground troops. As the spring moved on, the United States ramped up its efforts to aid the rebels without committing many military assets to the fight.

Meanwhile, the legislature continued to drag its feet. A few committees passed resolutions hoping to show support for humanitarian goals, but none of these bills received serious consideration. When asked about legislative action after learning in April 2013 that Assad had used chemical weapons, Senators Dick Durbin (D-IL) and John McCain (R-AZ) both said that Obama should act militarily, but Durbin added, “It’s up to the commander in chief.” Taken altogether, Obama would have seen an indecisive and deferential Congress.

On 21 August 2013, Assad’s regime again used chemical weapons on opposition-controlled areas in Ghouta in an attack that killed more than 1,000 people. On 30 August, Secretary of State John Kerry said that “history would judge us all extraordinarily harshly if we turned a blind eye to a dictator’s wanton use of weapons of mass destruction.” He went on to demonstrate the potential audience costs, saying that action “matters deeply to the credibility and the future interests of the United States of America and our allies.” Kerry, along with Power and Hillary Clinton, tried to push Obama toward intervention. As Goldberg reported, he was always reluctant: “Syria, for Obama, represented a slope

---
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potentially as slippery as Iraq.” Furthermore, Obama claimed in 2011 that “the notion that we could have... changed the equation on the ground there was never true” because of Assad’s military power and the support coming from Iran and Russia.80 His reticence combined with the concern over audience costs led him to search for a way to avoid both. These unique circumstances caused Obama to invent a novel reason to ask for an AUMF. On August 31st, he claimed to be conscious of leading the world’s oldest democracy and needing an AUMF prior to initiating hostilities against Assad.

Within the administration, Kerry, Koh, Power, and National Security Adviser Susan Rice all claimed the president had not only a moral responsibility but also the legal authority necessary to respond unilaterally.81 Obama had also “articulated a legal argument justifying the potential unilateral use of force for the purpose of protecting civilians, even in the absence of Security Council authorization.”82 Furthermore, even the way he framed the request to Congress demonstrated he thought it was voluntary. He claimed he had “the authority to carry out this military action without specific congressional authorization.” He requested congressional authorization because it made the country “stronger” and military action “more effective.” Considering the growing humanitarian crisis—much greater than the one in Libya—claiming that action was not “time sensitive” reads as an excuse.83

There is further evidence when examining the legislative side of the debate. Leon Panetta claimed he thought Obama should not place his faith in Congress. “By mid-2013,” he wrote, “a majority of Congress could not agree on what day of the week it was, much less a resolution authorizing the use of American force in the Middle East.”84 He had every reason to hold this opinion. As Ryan Hendrickson notes, “Once the president turned to Congress to request legislative support more congressional opposition became evident... it appeared unlikely that Obama had enough support to win a resolution in favor of U.S. military action in
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In support of this argument, Hendrickson goes on to suggest that we consider the “political context in which Obama began to make his case.” He had limited domestic backing and almost no international backing for the action: “With all of these political challenges in place, coupled with an especially assertive faction of House Tea Party Republicans, President Obama faced widespread domestic and international opposition to a military strike.”

The House Armed Services Committee convened a hearing on a potential AUMF for Syria on September 10th as well. In this hearing, Chairman Buck McKeon (R-CA) made his reservations plain in his opening statement, declaring that many second- and third-order effects would likely result from an intervention against the Assad regime. He criticized the cuts to the Defense Department, expressing a concern that the military could not perform additional missions under sequestration budgets. Ranking member Adam Smith (D-WA) also expressed skepticism that any intervention in Syria could be confined to a single targeted strike.

Members of both parties expressed hesitation about authorizing military force in Syria. Significantly, this occurred before the president’s statement to the country on the night of 10 September 2013, in which he did not use the same forceful rhetoric about America’s responsibility as a world leader to enforce norms. Instead, the president actually echoed the concerns of those in Congress and gave them further life, thereby solidifying opposition to a new AUMF rather than clear a path for its passage. Congress had already let its opposition be known, and rather than sidestepping Congress, as he had done in the past, the president doubled down on the congressional hesitance. It appears that Obama was not trying to sway Congress but rather to shift the blame to Congress, knowing that Congress would not pass an AUMF.

When Congress finally had a proposed AUMF to deliberate, it contained a provision that the president would have to go to Congress again to certify that all diplomatic angles had been exhausted. This was compounded by the unreasonable qualifications the most hawkish members required to support an AUMF. For instance, Senator John Cornyn (R-TX) required both overwhelming force and a sizable international coalition, two items that were unlikely to occur.
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Obama presented clear limits to a proposed operation, stating he would keep ground troops out of the fight. When framing the operation, however, he signaled that events in Syria could escalate. He repeatedly referenced the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan—two long and unpopular wars. His speech warned of the slippery slope that had led to the quagmire in both countries. Linking the suggested “limited” engagement to these other wars provided a signal to anyone on the fence: this would likely be a third long-term engagement in the region. Truly determined presidents, such as George H.W. Bush, had previously found ways to force the congressional hand by ratcheting up rhetoric and preemptively placing military forces in the region, but President Obama spoke and acted differently.

While he laid out the rhetorical case for military engagement by pointing to the dangers of failing to act, his speech about the engagement acted as a poison pill. He reminded the public of recent wars that suffered from mission creep and lacked a clear exit strategy, and he repeatedly mentioned the painful recent experiences in Iraq and Afghanistan. Members of Congress would have to support an action framed as costly and lengthy, with little to no benefit to the United States.

Soon after indifferently seeking support and receiving an ambivalent response from Congress, Kerry mentioned that if Assad removed his chemical weapons, the United States would stand down. Crucially, this happened after Congress had clearly demonstrated it would not pass an AUMF. Russia jumped on the opportunity and offered to remove the weapons. Meanwhile, the administration continued to push for a political solution, hoping the Geneva communiqué and the talks planned in January 2014 between the Syrian government and the opposition would yield acceptable results. With entrenched interests on both sides, the international community put enormous pressure on the United States to help facilitate a transition. Kerry urged the opposition to participate, calling the conference “the best opportunity... to achieve the goals of the Syrian people and the revolution.” The talks broke down almost immediately, however, as the UN-Arab League envoy could not break a deadlock between the Syrian government and the opposition.
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Despite this setback, Obama continued to present a hopeful message about a transition in Syria. However, the situation in Syria continued to deteriorate without serious consideration on the part of the administration to initiate military operations—fearing that American action would not lead to a solution. By June, the G-7 collectively denounced the “sham presidential election” that provided Assad with another seven-year term. It also “condemned” the failure to implement UNSC Resolution 2139, which provided humanitarian assistance to those impacted by the ongoing war. More importantly, the Assad regime had yet to remove its entire chemical weapons stockpile despite the deal brokered by the Russians. Assad failed to live up to his side of the bargain, but Obama continued to avoid military action.

We suggest that the request was a way to shift audience costs to Congress. Obama’s polling numbers shortly after this series of events are consistent with Kertzer and Brutger’s argument that individuals respond differently to audience costs based on left/right political views. After Obama stepped back from the brink of conflict, Republicans’ support for the president dropped by 4 percent (between the 2–8 September poll sample and 30 September–6 October) as they exacted the costs of backing down. Democrats, on the other hand, rewarded the president for refraining from belligerence by increasing their support by 3 percent in those same polls. Overall, his level of support remained the same, and he did not suffer an overall drop in popularity from the matter. While small, these numbers are consistent with our theory and what we would expect from Kertzer and Brutger.

Obama did not merely seek to minimize his own audience costs. He intended to shift them onto the Republican Congress. Congressional approval (as low as it was) took a substantial hit during this period. Congressional approval stood at 19 percent in the September 5–8 sample, before Congress debated the issue of an AUMF, and by the November 7-10 poll, it had dropped 10 percent, including an 8 percent drop between
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the September and October samples. The last time Congress had seen its approval rating plummet at this rate was in the midst of the debate over the Affordable Care Act between September and October 2009. These polling numbers support the case that Obama sought an AUMF as a way to not only back down from the conflict, but also as a way to shift the audience costs onto Congress. Obama’s polling numbers remained stable, while congressional approval dropped by more than half its previous level. Obama had foreseen this outcome. To advisers, he said of his decision to seek congressional approval that “everyone will see they have no votes.” He regarded his move as a “clever tactical win.” Arguably, the gamble worked.

SYRIA AND ISIS
By June 2014, the administration faced another growing crisis in the region: ISIS. Taking advantage of the instability in Syria and the fledgling government in Iraq, ISIS swept through the region, amassing territory and declaring a caliphate after the capture of Mosul. These events caused Obama’s rhetoric to shift. By August 1st, he had returned to discussing the importance of “American leadership” and our “special responsibilities.” In contrast to a year earlier, he said, “We’re willing to plunge in and try, where other countries don’t bother trying.” He also presented ISIS as a threat to the United States that needed to be addressed immediately. ISIS stated a very clear desire to not only obtain territory in the Middle East but also to bring the fight to the enemy and send terrorists back to their home countries. Comparatively, Assad’s crackdown did not pose the same security threats to the United States—although the use of chemical weapons could harm Israel.

A crucial turning point came a few weeks later on August 18th, when the president announced that “the most lethal declared chemical weapons...
possessed by the Syrian regime were destroyed."\textsuperscript{104} Importantly, there are two qualifiers here that led to the conclusion that Assad maintained a store of chemical weapons. During this month, Obama ordered targeted strikes against ISIS targets. By now, however, he had shed his concerns about leading the "world’s oldest democracy."\textsuperscript{105} On September 10th, Obama laid out his strategy to defeat ISIS, including a campaign of airstrikes, saying he welcomed congressional support. Just as in 2011 and 2013, he never claimed he required congressional support prior to or during his bombing campaign.

His rhetoric about the nature of the engagement also shifted. In his speech on August 18th, he made it clear that the engagement with ISIS would not look like the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and reiterated the importance of American leadership as "one constant in an uncertain world," unlike his rhetoric about attacking Assad and much like his rhetoric about attacking Qaddafi.\textsuperscript{106} Importantly, in this speech, he called on Congress to provide authorization to train and equip the Syrian opposition.

Obama’s actions in 2013 broke with a long tradition of presidents providing a legal opinion regarding their authority to initiate hostilities unilaterally as a result of their power as the commander in chief and the chief executive. His 2014 decisions were equally novel. On August 8th, August 17th, September 1st, and September 8th 2014, Obama reported to Congress that “consistent with the War Powers Resolution,” he had initiated operations in Iraq. The August 8th message did not reference ISIS, but the August 17th, September 1st and September 8th letters did.\textsuperscript{107} Consistent with the WPR, one would assume he was acting unilaterally and had started the 60- to 90-day clock. On September 23rd, however, he changed course. He sent two letters to Congress. One referenced the fight against the Khorasan Group—a known affiliate of al Qaeda. In this letter, he referenced the 2001 AUMF as...
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legislative authorization, but he maintained that he was informing Congress consistent with the WPR. In the second letter, he discussed operations in Iraq fighting ISIS and changed from referring to these operations as limited in scope. Importantly, he cited both the 2001 and 2002 AUMFs as legislative authorization and claimed that he was informing Congress consistent with the WPR. We see here that he informed Congress in the same way that George W. Bush did with the initiation of the Iraq War. In other words, he presented his actions as congressionally sanctioned.

Referencing the WPR can have two different meanings. Without an authorization, it initiates the 60- to 90-day clock. With an authorization or declaration of war, the president is merely keeping Congress informed. As the situation in Syria and Iraq became a long-term operation, he decided to reach back to the 2001 and 2002 AUMFs and alter his rhetoric about the operation. The situation in Syria in 2014 was the exact slippery slope that Obama had wished to avoid in 2013.

As he used the old AUMFs to pursue policy, he simultaneously asked for a new one. It became quickly apparent, however, that he did not want restrictions. He asked for an AUMF “akin to the one that Congress gave the President for al Qaeda and its affiliates in the 2001 AUMF.” Asking for another AUMF and failing to get one further demonstrates our theory. In both 2013 and 2014, Obama claimed he had the authority under the Constitution to initiate hostilities without congressional authorization. In both instances, he asked for one.

In 2013, Obama claimed he was “taking this vote in Congress and what the American people are saying very seriously” and there was an understanding that no military action would occur without an AUMF. In this instance, he expressed a concern about the precedent he would set.

---

if he acted when there was no “consensus” and no “direct or imminent threat to the homeland or [American] interest around the world.” He and his officials all emphasized the desire to consult closely with Congress while side stepping the question about whether he would act without an authorization in order to preserve flexibility. As Ben Rhodes reports, Obama wanted to move away from the “perpetual war footing” that the United States had experienced since September 11, 2001. He claims Obama knew “Republicans would come after him” if he went into Syria unilaterally making it “impossible to sustain any military engagement.” Furthermore, in another piece, Rhodes quotes Obama saying that if he lost the vote, “it will drive a stake through the heart of neoconservatism—everyone will see that they have no votes.” Positioning himself in this way, Obama would get precisely what he wanted: he could hold Congress—especially Republicans—accountable when it called for action but refused to take responsibility while also reducing the perpetual war footing. It was only because of the advice of Susan Rice and Obama’s lawyers that he “reserved the right to take action even if Congress didn’t approve.”

Conversely, in 2011, Obama did not express anything like these qualms when he unilaterally initiated military operations against Qaddafi two years earlier. In 2014, lacking consensus in Congress or among the American people, he did not hesitate to act. This showed he was more motivated, just as he was in 2011. It is possible that as the operation progressed and he saw that he would not receive a new AUMF from Congress, he decided to claim authority based on the old ones. This would explain the 13-day lapse between troop increases and Obama reporting to Congress on September 23rd.

Unlike in 2013, legislators from both parties were sending positive signals to continue. On September 17th, Senator Bob Menendez (D-NJ) characterized President Obama’s plan to defeat ISIS as “comprehensive and holistic,” one that would “integrate all the tools of U.S. power to defeat ISIL.” That same day, Senator Tim Kaine (D-VA) introduced a resolution providing an AUMF against ISIS, which described the grievous threat that ISIS presented to the United States and its allies.

---
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These immediate signals from the president’s copartisans could not have contrasted more with the tepid and resistant response from them a year earlier. Overall, he had robust backing for his actions from Democrats.

Much like they had in 2011, the Republicans thought the president should consult with Congress but made no meaningful efforts to force his hand. For instance, Senator Corker castigated the administration for “exercising terrible judgment right now,” without backing up this statement by imposing any checks on Obama. He also repeatedly stated that he wished the president had acted sooner and more strongly, even though the fight would likely take a decade or more. Senator Jim Risch (R-ID) expressed almost unqualified support for the president’s military actions, saying that everyone agreed that American “boots on the ground” were unacceptable but that the drone program had been very effective. Thus, he provided support for the president’s military actions and only objected to the lack of congressional consultation. Republicans were unwilling to obstruct ongoing operations, since they agreed with them and only objected on procedural grounds. In 2013, Republicans hesitated to support an operation that would have numerous second- and third-order effects but embraced them in 2014 and only rhetorically opposed the president for acting unilaterally.

The growing threat from ISIS caused the hawks and doves to put their ideology aside and support the fight against a terrorist organization that threatened the United States and her allies. While there was still fear over mission creep as evidenced by the continued reluctance to support ground troops, that no longer extended to all military action by September 2014. By initiating operations and conducting them unilaterally, Obama further saved more dovish Democrats from having to justify their support on the campaign trail.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Given the case study evidence in support of this argument, we provide a short statistical section to bolster the contention that Obama went to Congress to avoid action and to shift audience costs to the legislative branch. What we seek to do here is analyze the conditions that were present during the decision to present an AUMF to Congress in 2013. We find that congressional conditions were very similar to 2011 and 2014, with a strong conservative bent that was unlikely to approve an AUMF. However, Obama unilaterally used force in Libya and against ISIS without congressional punishment. He could have expected the same in 2013.
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We constructed a data set of international and domestic factors during the 2011–2014 period. Given the short time period, yearly variables are broken into monthly ones to allow for a larger set of observations. Most variables show a good deal of variation from month to month, which allows for statistical estimates once accounting for time dependence. Because of the short period and limited observations, we chose to include a limited number of variables to preserve degrees of freedom to test the key dependent variable.

Data
The dependent variable of interest here is American military intervention. We use a binary indicator of this measure, with 1 in months when the United States is militarily engaged in the countries of interest to this study and 0 when it is not. On the domestic front, we included a key measure that has previously been associated with theories of uses of force: presidential popularity (\textit{PotusPopularity}). We obtained this measure from the Gallup tracking poll covering the first day of the indicated month within the data set.\textsuperscript{119}

We also included four measures of congressional behavior for each month using DW-Nominate scores or roll calls during the 112th and 113th Congresses. We included the mean DW-Nominate roll call midpoint for each month along both dimensions that DW-Nominate measures. While many scholars are familiar with the estimates that are derived from roll calls of the ideological location of each member of Congress, these indicators show where a piece of legislation falls on the ideological spectrum.\textsuperscript{120} The roll call midpoint scores (as opposed to the scores for individual legislators) generate a prediction of where members of Congress will fall on the issue, given their ideological “ideal point,” and where it falls in relation to the cut point, as shown in Figure 1. Negative scores align with a more liberal piece of legislation, and positive scores align with a more conservative vote. The first dimension (\textit{dwnommean1}) measures economic liberal-conservative ideal points, and the second dimension (\textit{dwnommean2}) measures cultural or lifestyle factors. While each roll call vote estimates a final “ideal point” for each legislator that does not vary, the midpoint scores for roll calls themselves do vary over time.

For each of these dimensions, we also collected the mean for the reported “spread” along each dimension (\textit{dwnomspread1} and \textit{dwnomspread2}), which indicates how far the average congressional voter fell from the “cutting line”
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that divides a yea vote from a nay. A larger “spread” indicates a Congress whose members lie further away from the dividing line between yeas and nays in either direction. A smaller spread means there are more members closer to flipping. Furthermore, a more negative spread indicates that the roll call lay further from Democratic ideal points than Republican ones.

To capture the significance of international support, we include a measure of the number of UN resolutions (UNResolutions) in support of military action in the target state. This proxies the general level of international support. During this period, NATO support and UN support generally moved together, with NATO supporting the operations in Libya and then against ISIS in Iraq, but not against the Assad government.

**Models**

The data consist of a time-series set of observations for the United States, with one international variable. The unit of analysis is the month-year. Because of the binary nature of the dependent variable, we use one logit and one probit model. Each independent variable is lagged one period to help prevent endogeneity (Table 2).

The results provide support for our key contentions. First, the *dnom-mean2* variable is positive and significant across both models. This indicates that legislation patterns during the period in which the United States underwent conflict against Libya and Syria were in a more conservative
direction. The \textit{dwnomspread1} variable is also negative and significant across both models, indicating that President Obama was more likely to initiate force when he was faced with a more conservative legislative pattern in Congress. This indicates that going to Congress during these periods would likely have been unsuccessful, as Congress was acting in a more conservative fashion, but the president was able to initiate force with no congressional repercussions. However, in 2013, he went to Congress for an AUMF with similarly low expectations for approval and it predictably failed. If we input a hypothetical 1 in September 2013, these same variables remain significant and negative at similar levels, indicating that Obama likely could have unilaterally used military force with the same expected outcome.

The \textit{UNResolutions} variable is also positive and significant across both models, indicating that international support played a key role in the initiation of force in these two key instances. Much research has found that international support provides political legitimacy for American military operations, which can sometimes substitute for the authorization of Congress. The lack of international support in 2013 made Obama even more hesitant, and he sought an AUMF from Congress knowing that it would fail, as a way to gracefully back down and attempt to avoid the potential audience costs and shift them onto the conservative Congress.

\section*{CONCLUSION}

In 2011, President Obama ordered military strikes on Libya to protect civilians against Muammar el-Qaddafi. Following the Arab Spring, Obama rhetorically asserted the importance of being on the “right side of history” by participating in a humanitarian intervention to protect peaceful protests against an oppressive leader.\footnote{Obama, “Statement on the Elimination of Syria’s Declared Chemical Weapons Stockpile.”} At the time, he neither courted congressional

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Effects on Military Intervention}
\begin{tabular}{lcc}
\hline
Variable & \textit{Logit} & \textit{Probit} \\
\hline
\textit{dwnommean1} & 3.9937 (8.3808) & 0.8070 (4.6937) \\
\textit{dwnomspread1} & \textit{19.4956 (8.5696)} & \textit{9.5008 (3.9185)} \\
\textit{dwnommean2} & \textit{16.6510 (7.4634)} & \textit{8.2707 (3.5730)} \\
\textit{dwnomspread2} & 5.9668 (5.1805) & 2.8456 (2.8487) \\
\textit{PotusPopularity} & -0.1503 (0.2452) & -0.0448 (0.1383) \\
\textit{UNResolutions} & \textit{1.3235 (0.6159)} & \textit{0.7741 (0.3483)} \\
\textit{Constant} & 1.7267 (10.8121) & \textit{0.5606 (6.2984)} \\
Observations & 41 & 41 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\footnotesize{Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. Two-tailed significance tests used: *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.}
\end{table}
approval nor received congressional punishment despite going over the 90-day clock in the WPR. In this action, we see a determined commander in chief, willing to use whatever means necessary to achieve his objectives. Obama acted forcefully and without permission from Congress, using aggressive rhetoric about the importance of American leadership and the necessity of addressing a humanitarian crisis.

Syria tells a different story, despite the similar circumstances. Even after years of an arguably more severe humanitarian crisis, in 2013, Obama used more ambivalent language and sought congressional authorization prior to intervention. In this article, we have argued that he asked for authorization as a way to both avoid acting despite his red line and in an effort to shift audience costs to Congress. When Congress failed to pass an AUMF, Obama used this as a justification for a lack of action.

We assert that Obama had good reason to assume he would not receive an AUMF at the time. As Derek Chollet explains, “The case for action was swallowed with a healthy dose of skepticism.” Members of Congress understood the risks, “especially now that they were part of the decision.” “Some,” says Chollet, “even complained that the administration, in asking for their approval and obliging them to share responsibility, had put them in this position.”122 The 2013 interaction stands in clear contrast to this decision-making process in 2011 as well as the one in 2014, albeit in different respects. In 2014, we once again saw a motivated commander in chief willing to engage in unilateral action—even after he asked for and did not receive an AUMF to fight ISIS.

This hypothesis entertains the possibility that Obama created a new reason to ask for an AUMF: as a means to avoid using force. The statistical evidence and case study analysis show strong support for our theory that Obama did just that in 2013. Not only did President Obama seek congressional approval as a way of trying to avoid action, but he did so with a high degree of confidence that Congress would not act. With a similarly oriented Congress in 2011 and 2014, Obama showed little hesitation in using military force without their authorization. Going to Congress for an AUMF in 2013 was almost guaranteed to fail and the president did little to push members toward authorization. The tools at his disposal (such as clear signals he would act and/or moving troops into the region) to push Congress toward action remained unused. Obama’s decision to ask for an AUMF looks more like a novel way to avoid military action and shift the audience costs for failing to back up the red
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line to Congress. The president manufactured his own political con-
straint, because of his own reluctance to engage the Assad regime. This
was born out in 2014, when he also did not receive the AUMF he asked
for but he acted anyway.

The evidence supports our contention, but it is important to entertain
counter arguments. One counterargument would suggest that Obama sought
congressional approval for an AUMF in a genuine effort to bring the United
States to war against the Assad regime. Given the evidence to the contrary, in
addition to his willingness to engage in military force without congressional
approval other times throughout his administration (including against state
actors), we think this is a dubious assertion. A second suggests that Obama
sought a resolution to maximize pressure on Assad. However, given the
evidence that he knew a resolution was unlikely to be forthcoming, such a
move would undermine his own leverage. More likely, Obama was hesitant
to engage in a large-scale military conflict in Syria that would likely become a
quagmire and purposefully avoided action by removing his responsibility for
the issue and placing it in the hands of Congress.

The evidence shows that Obama was strongly disinclined to engage
the Assad regime in 2013 and did what he could to avoid action while
attempting to avoid political responsibility by placing the issue in front of
a Congress when they were unlikely to provide an AUMF. The statistical
analysis backs this argument by showing that Congress in 2013 was
highly opposed to the president’s agenda, with a wider spread in ideolog-
ical orientation. In other words, there were fewer members of Con-
gress on the threshold of tipping from a no to a yes. He made a political
gamble that Congress would refrain from authorizing a president from
the opposite party to engage in a large-scale military action.

Many scholars have recognized congressional hesitance to assert itself into
foreign policy decisions that involve the use of military force. Many others
have recognized the costs that a president may incur by backing down. When
these assertions are combined with an examination of Obama’s actions in
2011 and 2014 in contrast to 2013, we think it is safe to conclude that Obama
did not want to act and created a novel method of avoiding military action:
presidents can ask a reluctant Congress who will be unlikely to provide an
authorization, arguably giving the president political cover. Given congres-
sional reticence to take a firm stance on using military force, asking for
authorization can guarantee inaction, and it offers a viable way for a president
to avoid audience costs by blaming the inaction on a gun-shy Congress.